GCSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE:
SPEAKING & LISTENING
TEACHER GUIDE &
STUDENT WORKSHEETS

This booklet is a companion to the online curriculum available at
www.yourfavouriteteacher.com.
It includes the content from the
‘Speaking & Listening’ course.
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Speaking & Listening
This course covers the key formatting, register and presentational skills required to complete the
Spoken Language Component of the English Language GCSE. Additionally, this unit covers skills
related to listening to, responding, as well as building upon arguments presented to pupils.
Suggested Teaching Order and Learning Objectives
1) Purpose, Audience and Format: to be able to understand the features of a spoken
presentation; to be able to identify various purposes as well as audiences for an oral
presentation.
2) Spoken vs. Written Language: to be able to identify features which differentiate spoken
language from written language.
3) Standard English vs. Colloquial Language: to be able to identify the characteristics of
Standard English; to be able to differentiate between colloquial language and Standard
English.
4) Engaging Audiences: to be able to understand the differences between various target
audiences; to be able to explain the ways to best address various target audiences.
5) Rhetoric: to be able to describe the difference between emotive, logical, and credible
rhetoric; to be able to utilise various rhetorical devices for effect.
6) Organising a Presentation: to be able to describe the way oral presentations are opened
and ended; to be able to utilise various methods for organising oral discourse.
7) Listening to Others and Responding to Arguments: to understand active listening methods;
to understand how to constructively build upon arguments; to understand how to formally
debate against arguments.
8) Non-Verbal Communication Cues: to be able to utilise various non-verbal communication
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Suggested Questions for Discussion and/or Activities
Lesson Focus
Purpose
Audience and
Format

Questions/Activities
o Define Format.
o What are the most common purposes for giving a speech?
o What are three common audiences to whom you might
deliver a speech?
o When are three times in which speeches used to persuade
listeners?
o What are the differences between a speech and a debate?

Spoken vs. Written
Language

o How does a written essay differ from a speech?
o What are three scenarios in which formal language is most
often used?
o Can you describe the difference between formal and
informal language?
o How can intonation, pace, rhythm, and volume be used for
effect in spoken language?

Standard English vs.
Colloquial Language

o Define colloquial language.
o How many different countries speak English?
o Why might someone have different dialect depending on
where they live?
o Why is slang not suitable for an oral presentation delivered
to the general public?
o How might the use of colloquial language or slang make
your spoken presentation less convincing to a wide
audience?

Engaging
Audiences

o Define direct address and imperative language.
o Why is repetition important to effectively communication
in oral presentations?
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o How does the target audience of a political speech differ
from a television advertisement?
o Why might tv, radio or print advertisements need to
consider their target audiences?
Rhetoric

o Define emotive language.
o How might an anecdote help to establish trust and
credibility in a speaker?
o What kind of persuasive devices might best establish trust
and a sense of credibility within a speech?
o Why might a persuasive piece of writing or speech want to
appeal to an audience’s emotions?
o Which audiences might be persuaded more easily by fact
and credibility, rather than emotion?

Organising a
Presentation

o Define discourse markers.
o How might the opening of a speech differ from the
opening of a piece of fiction?
o Why is a summary important within a piece of non-fiction,
written or spoken?
o Why might a speaker choose to use repetition throughout
their speech, and especially at the end of a speech?

Listening to Others
and Responding to
Arguments

o Define fallacy.
o What is the difference between open and closed
questioning? When is logic more important, in a debate or
a persuasive speech?
o Why might it be important to repeat a question or
argument that is given to you within an oral debate?

Non-Verbal
Communication Cues

o Can you list 4 ways to show a speaker that you are listening
to their argument?
o Why is body language important within a debate?
o How can eye contact, facial expressions, and posture help
communicate confidence in your argument?
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Purpose, Audience and Format Worksheet
Draw a line connecting the various format-features on the right to the correct formats on the left.
Tagline
Subheadings
Article
Address
Salutation
Formal sign-off

Letter

Thanking your reader and/or
audience

Bullet-points
Paragraphs
Thesis
Columns
Essay
Second Person Pronouns
Formal Language
Imperatives
Dates
Speech
First Person Pronouns
Topic Sentence
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Spoken vs. Written Language Worksheet
Circle/Highlight the correct answer for each question below.
1. Which of the following is not a quality of written language?
a. Written language is always formal
b. Slang is acceptable in written language, depending on the context.
c. Correct grammar is very important.
d. Slang is never acceptable.
2. Which of the following is true of spoken language?
a. Spoken language always needs to be explicit and direct.
b. Slang is not acceptable in most situations which require spoken language.
c. Correct grammar can sometimes be omitted.
d. Slang is usually acceptable.
3. Which of the following is not a situation in which formal language must be used?
a. A public speech.
b. A telephone call.
c. An interview.
d. A debate.
4. What is the most important difference between a speech and a debate?
a. A debate has more than one speaker.
b. A debate is about explaining the history or facts of a topic.
c. A debate is focused around formal argumentation.
d. Persuasive devices and rhetoric aren’t that important in a debate.
5. What is a rebuttal?
a. An opening part of an argument.
b. An opinion held within a debate.
c. A response to a claim within a debate.
d. The final section of a debate.
6. When answering questions in a formal setting, it is usually good to…
a. Repeat the points you made already.
b. Speak in the first person.
c. Repeat the question which is asked in your own words.
d. Move the question towards a topic which you are more comfortable with
answering.
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Spoken vs. Written Language ANSWERS
Circle/Highlight the correct answer for each question below.
1. Which of the following is not a quality of written language?
a. Written language is always formal
b. Slang is acceptable in written language, depending on the context.
c. Correct grammar is very important.
d. Slang is never acceptable.
2. Which of the following is true of spoken language?
a. Spoken language always needs to be explicit and direct.
b. Slang is not acceptable in most situations which require spoken language.
c. Correct grammar can sometimes be omitted.
d. Slang is usually acceptable.
3. Which of the following is not a situation in which formal language must be used?
a. A public speech.
b. A telephone call.
c. An interview.
d. A debate.
4. What is the most important difference between a speech and a debate?
a. A debate has more than one speaker.
b. A debate is about explaining the history or facts of a topic.
c. A debate is focused around formal argumentation.
d. Persuasive devices and rhetoric aren’t that important in a debate.
5. What is a rebuttal?
a. An opening part of an argument.
b. An opinion held within a debate.
c. A response to a claim within a debate.
d. The final section of a debate.
6. When answering questions in a formal setting, it is usually good to…
a. Repeat the points you made already.
b. Speak in the first person.
c. Repeat the question which is asked in your own words.
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d. Move the question towards a topic which you are more comfortable with

answering.

Standard English vs. Colloquial Language Worksheet
Identify, circle, and correct the examples of colloquial and improper grammar below.
Example

Your Correction

There ain’t no use in going over there again.
We was lucky; we wasn’t caught.
They were gonna be here way sooner.
I would have come if I could have done.
Can you play quiet, please?
It weren’t as though they could ever got lost.
Where was you going?
I would have come over if I could.
I seen you yesterday in town.
I was at school and done all of my work.
I never saw nothing unexpectedly.
I want one of them cans; the ones on the top
shelf.
They’ve took all of her money out of the box.
She couldn’t have had any lesser than she had.
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There was much fewer flowers in the bouquet
than he thought there’d be.

Standard English vs. Colloquial Language ANSWERS
Identify, circle, and correct the examples of colloquial and improper grammar below.
Example

Your Correction

There ain’t no use in going over there again.

There is no use in going over there again.

We was lucky; we wasn’t caught.

We were lucky; we weren’t caught.

They were gonna be here way sooner.

They were going to be here a lot sooner.

I would have come if I could have done.

I would have come if I could have.

Can you play quiet, please?

Can you play quietly, please?

It weren’t as though they could ever got lost.

It wasn’t as though they could ever get lost.

Where was you going?

Where were you going?

I would have come over if I could.

I would have come over if I could have.

I seen you yesterday in town.

I saw you yesterday in town.

I was at school and done all of my work.

I was at school and did all of my homework.

I never saw nothing unexpectedly.

I never saw anything unexpectedly.

I want one of them cans; the ones on the top
shelf.

I want one of those cans; the ones on the top
shelf.

They’ve took all of her money out of the box.

They’ve taken all of her money out of the box.

She couldn’t have had any lesser than she had.

She couldn’t have had any less than she had.
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There was much fewer flowers in the bouquet
than he thought there’d be.

There were much fewer flowers in the bouquet
than he thought there’d be.

Engaging Audiences Worksheet
Using persuasive devices is a helpful way of engaging with audiences.
Use the format below to help structure an argument for your topic, engaging with each of the
persuasive devices listed:
Persuasive Device

Your Writing

-ing opening

Paragraph 1

List of 3 alliterative
adjectives

Rhetorical question

Repetition

Paragraph 2

For too long … ;
Clearly, …

Rhetorical question

Imperative Verb
Paragraph 3
Simile opening (Like
a…,…)
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Repetition

Rhetoric Worksheet
For each of the writing techniques below, chart whether they appeal to emotions, logic, or establish
credibility as well as explain the effect each has on readers.
Writing Technique

Emotional? Logical?
Credible?

Effect on Readers

Emotive Language

Anecdote

Listing

Facts, Figures & Statistics

Imperatives

Hyperbole

Direct Address

Metaphors & Similes

Opinion

Jargon & Technical
Language
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Quotations

Flattery

Organising a Presentation Worksheet
What is your chosen topic area?

What is the overall point of your speech? What message do you want to put across?

What are the key ideas that you want to cover in your speech? Your speech must have a clear structure
and so you will need to consider the order of your points.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Checklist for your speech
Is the message that you want to put across clear for the listener?
Do you have a strong opening and closing? Make sure that you emphasise your overall message in
the closing of your speech.
Does your speech have a clear overall structure? Have you used a logical sequence for your ideas?
Have you used connectives to link your ideas and to help to guide the listener through your speech?
Have you used rhetorical questions to engage your listener?
Have you used repetition to emphasise key ideas?
Have you used anecdotes to make your speech personal and entertaining?
Have you anticipated objections that the audience may have to your ideas and pointed out the error
in their objections?
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Y/N

Have you used emotive language to engage the emotions of your audience?
Have you used hyperbole (exaggeration) whether for serious or comic effect?
Have you used personal pronouns such as ‘you’, ‘our’ and ‘we’ to involve the listener in your
speech?

Listening to Others and Responding to Arguments
Worksheet
When responding to comments or questions, it’s good to be able to agree and create a
rebuttal to others’ arguments.
For each statement below, write a reason why someone might agree as well as rebut the
statement given.
Rebuttal: a statement which claims or proves that an argument or opinion is false.
Statement

Agreement

Rebuttal

Pollution from cars aren’t
the largest contributing
factor to climate change.

I agree that cars aren’t the
largest polluter, because
large factories and wasteful
use of electricity at home
can cause plenty of excess
pollution.

However, more people are
driving today than ever
before; this means that the
pollution that cars create is
constantly increasing.

People shouldn’t all be
given free health-care,
especially if they don’t take
care of their own health.

Regular exercise is one of
the most important habits
that a person can have.

Healthy eating should be
taught to everyone in
primary school.
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Animals shouldn’t be kept in
zoos for the public to see –
especially exotic animals.

Technology – like new
phones or computers - is a
waste of money.
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Non-Verbal Communication Cues Worksheet
Non-verbal communication is a way in which we can send messages to the people around us,
especially those who we are talking to. These messages are sent through our body language, facial
expressions, the sounds we make, and other physical actions.
Below, write an explanation of what each of these non-verbal cues might be saying.
If you need help, use the box below for support.
Non-Verbal Cue

Message Being Sent

Other Possible Messages

Umming and pausing
Folded arms
Looking at your watch
Drumming fingers on a desk
Direct eye contact
Leaning back in a chair or
against something standing.
Hands on hips
Hands behind back
Nods head quickly
Looking down at the floor
Playing with hair or other
accessories
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The speaker feels very
confident.
The speaker is
nervous.
The speaker is eager
to impress.

The speaking feels
uninterested.
The speaker doesn’t
agree with you.
The speaker doesn’t
feel confident.

The speaker is too
casual.
The speaker is upset.
The speaker is
unprepared.

The speaker is
impatient.
The speaker is relaxed
and calm.
The speaker
underestimates you.

Exam Style Questions
1) Match the following rhetorical devices to correct purpose and/or effect.
Rhetorical Device

Purpose and/or Effect

Emotive Language

To give real life examples for an argument and
establish credibility in a speaker.

Rhetorical Question

To make the writing more personal to the reader.

Repetition

The attitude and emotions of the author are
transferred or made clear to the reader.

Direct Address

Makes the reader think about the issue being
discussed, but led in a way the writer wants them to
think.

Anecdote

This is used to emphasise whatever is being said or
written as well as remind listeners of earlier points.

Facts
Exaggeration / Hyperbole

Gives a rhythm to the text and helps phrases become
catchy and memorable.
Gives text authority and makes the argument sound
more accurate.

Alliteration

Makes the reader like the writer and is, therefore,
more likely to be swayed by their opinion.

Flattery

Helps to give extreme and powerful examples, images
or ideas for a listener.
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2. Read the sample speech below. This speech is roughly 600 words, about 3 minutes spoken.
a) Find and identify three rhetorical devices per paragraph.
What is school for?
The noun “education” comes from the Latin word “induce”, which means to draw forth or bring
out-as in bring out gifts. Obviously, we can see that schools have lost this concept because all we
are worrying about is the test next week. Now, don't get me wrong, it is a necessity to be taught
how to read, write and do simple maths, because we will use that for the rest of our lives.
However, the ways we are taught these things are unhealthy, outdated and unfair. School has
become a memory game where we are force fed key facts and information and then we throw it
all up on an exam. All this cruel method does is stress out students and doesn’t actually prepare
us for our future. Can a test really determine success?
School hasn’t really changed in the last 150 years. Us as students still all sit in nice, neat rows and
are told when we can share our ideas. This factory also underpays the teachers even though they
have one of the most important jobs in the world. We are being built, programmed and wired
into robots that are measured on how smart they are based on a memory game. No wonder so
many students' dreams and ambitions are lost during their school life.
We must start to adapt and change the education system before we are all programmed the
exact same. Thankfully, there are countries that have recognised these problems and have
actually done something about it. The education system in Finland is phenomenal. Not only do
they have shorter school days with no homework, they have no standardized tests, so no
competition between students with no pressure. This practice has been proven to work
fantastically as Finland gains the best academic achievements by far compared to the rest of the
world. Why aren’t we learning from this? They go by (as should we ) that it is important to
provide children with enough time to relax as well as enough time to learn something besides
school.
The detrimental effect school is having on both a teenager’s physical and mental wellbeing is
disgusting. It is a known fact that the adultescence doesn’t get enough sleep. Often this is
blamed on other factors in our lives as well as our personal choices. However the real issue is
that teenagers' biological body clock is actually delayed by 2 hours which means when we get up
at 6am it is equivalent for an adult to wake up at 4 am. School starting early causes irritability
and bad moods because we haven’t fully woken up yet. Could you imagine doing that every day?
And on top of that the added worries about exams and the massive load of homework? Having
no sleep and a bad mindset has a horrendous knock on effect which can cause further problems
for teens. It’s a vicious cycle that needs to be stopped. Anyone can agree that the amount of
homework is absolutely ridiculous! All it is achieving is robbing us from having a social life.
School is important because it gives people the building blocks necessary to do many things. It
boosts confidence and teaches us to maintain friendships as well as working as a team. Without
school. Knowledge wouldn't be spread as quickly. Some people may say that it completely
prepares you for your future which I have to disagree with because it can't teach you all life
experiences. We are supposed to make mistakes because it helps us grow as individuals. But
robots don’t make mistakes, do they?
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b) In your own words, describe what makes this speech persuasive.
c) Consider the ways in which someone might disagree with this argument. Can you list 3
reasons why someone might disagree with this presentation?
3.
a) Choose one topic from the list below.
•

“Every citizen in society should have to do mandatory public service work for at least one
year before they become an adult.”

•

“The internet is the most important invention in human history.”

•

“The government shouldn’t be allowed to have an influence in people’s food choices, even if
they are extremely unhealthy and harmful to themselves. “

•

“Learning to socialise with a wide variety of people is one of the most important skills
learned from attending school. These social skills are even more important than the
academic learning.”

b) For your argument, evaluate both sides of the argument: list 3 reasons for and 3 reasons against
the argument.
c) Use the chart below to write an example of rhetorical devices which respond to your chosen topic.
Rhetorical Device

Example

Anecdote

Growing up, I struggled to learn
how to ride a bike; I couldn’t
manage to balance and always
fell over on myself.

Rhetorical Question

Why is it that so many people
have to suffer in silence, while the
government does nothing?

Direct Address

Go now, look through your social
media, and ask yourself how it
really benefits you.

Rule of Three

We’ll ensure a brighter future for
children with more funding for
schools, support for entering
university when they leave, and
greater career opportunities.

Imperative

Listen to me when I say, life
would be very different without
the internet.

Your Work
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Emotive Language

People, young and old, suffer
when they don’t have access to
clean water.

Repetition

What we need is education,
education, education.

Metaphors

Education is a flower which must
be carefully watered if it is to
bloom.

Exaggeration

Thousands upon thousands of
people are leaving their careers
as teachers every year.
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